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WDTS, known for its Perfect Pay RFID-enabled gaming tables and chip trays, will be showcasing new products at 

G2E Asia alongside PJM3.0 casino chip suppliers. Neil Crossan, WDTS Chief Commercial Officer, is looking 

forward to demonstrating the capabilities of the Perfect Pay platform. “Perfect Pay increases game speed, 

availability and security, while our real-time automated player tracking creates the opportunity to find, target and 

reward your most valuable table games players in a way never before possible.” 

WDTS accomplishes this with its new Hidden Treasure Bonus which selects random winners from live play that is 

automatically tracked on targeted Perfect Pay tables.  No manual rating entry is required. Promotion set-up supports 

many different prize types per promotion with different player type and value criteria options. Promotions can be run 

for specific times during a day as well as for certain days of the week or month.  Additionally, any Perfect Pay table 

can be included in a promotion, allowing the casino to target specific gaming areas or pits with unique promotions 

and player bonus opportunities. 



WDTS will also present two titles from its new Games of Wealth series that offers players new ways to play and win 

without changing the traditional rules of baccarat. Both Raise Baccarat and Baccarat Insurance lift house advantage 

while increasing the volume of wagers on the table and player excitement. Perfect Pay’s dealer support features 

ensure accurate payouts and a fast game pace. 

PJM3.0 chip suppliers including Abbiati, Matsui and Aruze will also be presenting their ranges of RFID gaming chips 

and plaques along with WDTS’ Perfect Counter. Perfect Counter’s readers and companion application display the 

count and value of chips placed on multiple connected antennas. Perfect Counter verifies casino chips against the 

casino’s master list with detailed chip information including Chipset, Casino ID, Site ID, Currency, and Negotiability. 

Emily Io WDTS’ SVP of Sales notes “What is so exciting about G2E Asia this year is that we are able to partner with 

PJM3.0 chip suppliers to showcase the incredible range of table, cage, and marketing products that are available 

when you choose PJM casino chips.” 

See PJM3.0 gaming chips and new WDTS products at Abbiati Casino Equipment in booth #A519, A525, Matsui 

Asia Ltd. in booth #A1319 and Aruze Gaming in booth #A1029. 

 


